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Receivable pledge right is a new type of right pledge in Real Right Law. But the 
articles about receivable pledge right are very simple, so Real Right Law could not 
afford more criterions for the practice. Therefore, the author plans to analyze and 
discuss the concept and types of receivable account, and research on the application of 
receivable pledge right. The author theoretically demonstrates the perfection of 
receivable pledge right and arises beneficial legislative advices by using the 
methodology of law, such as studying and draw lessons from general credit pledge 
right in civil law system,using a comparative method, embodying and classifying 
receivable account with a type-analyzing method, making up institutional drawbacks 
within the application of receivable pledge right, and so on. 
Apart from the preface and the epilogue, the thesis consists of four chapters. 
Chapter one analyzes the concept and types of receivable account. The author 
studies on the significant of receivable account from different aspects, analyzes its 
characters, thus reaching an accurate concept of receivable account. The author 
mainly discusses the future receivable account and collective receivable account. 
Using Japan’s specialization of collective credit theory in the frame of guarantee for 
the transfer of liability for reference, the author analyzes certain factors of 
specialization of receivable pledge right in receivable pledge right in the concept of 
collective receivable right. Moreover, the author insists that the quality of toll right is 
collective receivable account. 
Chapter two discusses general credit pledge right institutions. The author 
itemizes legislations of foreign countries and Taiwan Region, and points out the 
values, functions and drawbacks of general credit pledge right institutions, so as to 
provide a comparative method reference for the establishment and perfection of 
receivable pledge right system. 
Chapter three discusses comprehensively the application of receivable pledge 















especially the effect and implement of receivable pledge right. The author arises rules 
suitable for the implementary of receivable pledge right through the reference of 
general credit pledge right and theoretical analysis. 
On the basis of the discussions of previous three chapters, chapter four brings 
forward legislative advices for the perfection of receivable pledge right institutions, 
thus translating theoretical fruit into institutional design. 
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⑤ “Article 5……(b)Existing receivable” means a receivable that arises upon or before conclusion of the contract 
of assignment and “future receivable” means a receivable that arises after conclusion of the contract of 
assignment”  UNITED NATIONS CONVENTION ON THE ASSIGNMENT OF RECEIVABLES IN 
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